ABSTRACT. In order to improve the contaminant plume prediction in subsurface transport models, a data assimilation scheme using the Kalman filter (KF) is developed. The data assimilation scheme is designed to reduce uncertainties in model predictions. These uncertainties actually represent all the unpredictable variations due to the unknown or uncertain properties in physical law based models and the incomplete knowledge of stochastic fields. Considering the background of subsurface transport is spatially dependent, simulation of spatially correlated uncertainties are proposed and integrated into a data assimilation scheme. Sequential instances of spatially correlated random fields are simulated in examining the effectiveness of the assimilation system. Results show that this data assimilation scheme reduces the uncertainty of predictions from the deterministic model. By assimilating the observations, the predictive contaminant plumes from the assimilation system can trace the randomized irregular plume shape of the assumed case more closely than a non-assimilation deterministic model. The statistical representation of random noise, such as spatially dependency, is critical in improving effectiveness of the statistical optimization process. In two test cases which simulate the scenarios with unknown hidden sources or inaccurate hydrologic properties, the regional noise KF scheme demonstrates the potentials to solve the inverse problems in environmental transport modeling.
Introduction
Subsurface properties vary in space and time. In practices, finite properties of the subsurface can be obtained by measuring them in a limited number of sites during a limited sampling period. However, the knowledge of the properties can never be considered complete as required by deterministic models that are governed by well-established physical laws. In general, the prediction is inevitably uncertain (Heuvelink and Webster, 2001 ) and some random variables must be introduced to represent the unpredictable variation. Therefore, stochastic data assimilation such as Kalman filter (KF) can be integrated with deterministic models to give better predictions.
Many studies (Ghil et al., 1981; Gustafsson, 1981; Houtekamer and Mitchell, 1998) proposed that the KF (Kalman and Bucy, 1961) in sequential estimation theory could be applied to meteorological data assimilation. KF was also used in areas of surface and subsurface hydrologic systems to obtain the optimal estimation (Bowles and Greney, 1978; Van Geer, 1982; Yu et al., 1989; Yangxiao et al., 1991; Ferraresi and Marinelli, 1996; Harrouni et al., 1997; Porter et al., 2000) . As pointed by Porter et al. (2000) , due to the spatial physical and statistical relationship of groundwater system, KF should treat the computations over space differently from it does over time.
Statistical representation of this variation of subsurface properties is critical for improving effectiveness of the statistical optimization process. Even though this uncertainty cannot be avoided, its spatial and temporal variation pattern can be simulated and integrated into the prediction models. Actually, the quality of KF greatly depends on the noise structures for the measurements and the system. Spatially independent Gaussian noise is easy to obtain and is widely assumed in many areas for examining KF properties. For subsurface modeling, however, it is more reasonable to consider the data and noise as regional i.e. spatially correlated instead of spatially independent Gaussian (Webster and Oliver, 1992; Conwell et al., 1997; Goovaerts, 1999; Brooker, 2001; Ferreyra et al., 2002) . In this study, a KF is constructed as a data assimilation scheme for a subsurface contaminant model. Then a spatially random field simulation scheme that can be integrated into a KF is introduced to examine two specific cases. One is the prediction with inaccurate hydrologic parameters and the other is the identification of unknown contaminant sources.
Methodology
This system includes a deterministic physical transport model, a KF data assimilation scheme which can be integrated into the transport model, the numerical schemes for models and filter, non-Gaussian noise simulators and a test frame (Chang and Jin, 2005) . For clarity, we describe briefly the core of the system as follows.
Stochastic System
In order to model transport processes which usually have uncertain sources, inaccurate transport parameters or numeric errors, the stochastic dynamics can be represented as deterministic dynamics of transport and a random noise term:
where x k and x k + 1 are the state variables at time k and k + 1, respectively; A is the finite-difference operator that advances the x k by one time step; p k is the model system error; the difference between the model prediction and the optimal estimate of the true value. The model error vector (p k ) is assumed to have covariance matrix Q k and zero mean.
Observation z k , which could be irregularly distributed in space at time scale, is represented by data conversion matrix H and random errors o k . o k is assumed to be the error of observations that has covariance matrix R k and zero mean:
Optimal Estimation and Data Assimilation with KF
The Kalman optimal estimator is expressed as:
where x k + 1 (+) indicates the estimated value after the KF adjustment, and x k + 1 (-) the value before the KF adjustment, i.e. the predicted value from the model. The matrix K k + 1 is determined by:
where P k + 1 is the optimal estimate error covariance matrix, M T and M -1 denote the transpose and inverse of matrix M, respectively. P k + 1 can be obtained by recursive calculation:
and
where K k + 1 in Equation (4) is called the Kalman optimal gain matrix or Kalman filter. In addition to advancing a time sequence, at the same time, system operator A also applies to a space sequence, x [i] , i = 0, 1, 2, ..., where index i indicates the space positions. Therefore, the KF has the potential for assimilating data in both space and time. KF can be conveniently implemented since the model dynamic system itself, Equation (1), has already been integrated in the assimilation.
Spatial Dependence and Spatial Random Noise Simulation
Spatial dependence is the inherent nature of most geographically related data. Obviously, the properties of the variables in subsurface modeling belong to this category. However, the major methodologies that have been used to solve the subsurface transport processes, such as the numerical algorithms of differential equations and KF, are aspatial or statistical. Applying spatial dependence into subsurface model allows discovering of the spatial structure of the noise variables and improving accuracy of the simulations.
In geographic systems, spatial dependency is usually expressed by semi-variogram. Assume we have } :
Here T is the spatial location index set. Z(.) represents the stochastic spatial process. } :
to express an instance of the Z(.). Semi-variogram γ is defined as:
In a true field situation, Equation (8) could be used to obtain the experimental semi-variogram. Given the two locations t and (t + h), a measure of one-half of the mean square differences between the values z(t + h) and z(t) gives the semi-variogram. Here h (known as the lag) is the inter-sample distance. If the conditions specified by the intrinsic hypothesis are met, the semi-variance can be estimated from sample data by:
Once being determined from the field observations, the semi-variogram parameters, in turn, can be used in design of regional noise scheme for both system and observation errors.
Regional Noise Field Simulation
For the state-space estimate problem, system noise is usually denoted as a vector p k where p k is q-by-1 column vector with covariance matrix Q. The statistical structure of Gaussian noise with time independence is usually described as:
where Q is q-by-q symmetric and positive semi-definite. There are several ways to introduce the spatial dependence into the noise field. Since the noise will be integrated into KF, the most convenient way is to create the noise that satisfies given error covariance structures or given semi-variogram structures.
Let p k (t) be a 2-D random noise state vector, 2 ℜ ⊆ ∈ s G t , with given covariance matrix Q(h) that represents a certain spatial dependence of the p k (t):
where t is space location index, G s is grid of system noise injection, h ij is distance between the space location t i and t j . Assuming that the spatially-dependent p k (t) has a reasonable decomposition with components of a spatially-independent unit Gaussian vector g k (t) and a linear transformation L: 
Basic spatially dependent noise can be used in various noise models to simulate more complicated error structures. This noise simulation scheme is applicable to observation error simulations.
Experiments
A two-dimensional numerical scheme is constructed in the horizontal plane (x-y plane) for simulating the contaminant advection-dispersion-adsorption process in a subsurface transport system:
where C is the concentration (mass of solute per unit mass of solution), D x and D y are the longitudinal and transverse dispersion coefficients, respectively, R is the retardation factor, and V is the average linear pore liquid velocity. An initial spontaneous point mass source and a constant boundary condition were assumed:
where Ω is chosen as a square boundary and C B is the boundary value.
The model grid G m is defined on a 2-D plane domain. The pollution scenario is assumed as an instantaneous contaminant source injected into a location with coordinates (5, 6) in test case 1, (5, 5) in test case 2, with contamination background at 20 ppm. The details for setting domain (Figure 1 ) and other hydrologic parameters can be found in reference (Chang and Jin, 2005) .
The simulated "true" data for the assumed pollution at the end of the time step are used to compare with the KF results. The purpose of this experiment is to demonstrate the efficiency of the regional noise that is used in KF assimilation. To eliminate the uncontrolled error directly introduced by the numerical frame, "true" data is simulated based on the same numerical model used in the prediction. Using this design, the system error p k can be completely under control and KF quality will therefore only show the impact of error structures that it relies on. Note in the experiments, true field is assumed as a realization of a stochastic process and used only in evaluating the impact of KF and regional field noise. That is, the prediction model and KF are not supposed to have knowledge of the "true" fields except through the limited observation sites. The true field has no fixed pattern and its contour shape varies from time to time for each different run due to the designed random noise scheme.
To implement the KF filter in the subsurface transport model, the model noise covariance matrix Q must be determined before operation of the filter. Q is the covariance ma-trix of the model error vector which is calculated based on the difference between the prediction of system model and the true solution at each cell. Q represents the inaccuracy of the prediction by the system model. It should also be pointed out that by simply injecting enough system error through the selection of Q k we could simulate the uncertainties, unknowns and incomplete knowledge of the transport process that results in system prediction error. In reality, since the true solution cannot be obtained, Q could usually be determined from the estimated model error by statistical or numerical analysis. In our testing cases, the reality is represented as different realizations of the stochastic process. Also, since the transport process and its predictions are actually occurring in a geographically specific subsurface area, it is obvious that to utilize a regional error frame to simulate the uncertainty is more reasonable than to use a geo-independent error frame. Therefore, a time-independent regional Q based on the Gaussian error with sys σ = 8 ppm (Conwell et al., 1997; Webster and Oliver, 1992) were specified in test. 
Results and Discussions

Test Case 1 -Prediction with Inaccurate Hydrologic Parameters
Although finite knowledge of hydrodynamic process in subsurface can be obtained by measuring them in the specified places at designed sampling times, the sampling places and times are restricted in practice. Description of the hydrologic parameters can never be considered complete and accurate as required by subsurface transport models. More effort in continuously pursuing completeness and accuracy in the labs and sites may reduce the errors caused by these hydrological parameters, but this is usually very costly due to highly heterogeneous subsurface environment. Applying KF data assimilation scheme can provide another cost-effective way to improve accuracy by merging finite observations.
In this experiment, we simulate the scenario that has one inaccurate hydrologic parameter in the prediction model and test the impact of regional noise R. For simplicity, the average linear pore liquid velocity, V, is assumed inaccurate in the prediction model. V is increased by 20% when the true fields were simulated. However, a deterministic model without the correct input still employs the given V in its prediction.
To test the impact of error covariance structure on the correction process of the KF scheme, a 2D regional observation noise field (Chang and Jin, 2005) is created according to the specified covariance matrix R and applied to the data assimilation scheme in this experiment. The characteristics of regional noise can also be clearly shown from its covariance matrix. Compared to SIG R, the observation errors' statistical structure has been given a geospatial nature, i.e. at closer observation sites errors tend to be more covariant. Actually, in order to obtain more comparable results, the KF (with regional error covariance matrix R) data assimilation scheme is tested using the same settings for the non-KF and KF with SIG R.
The prediction from the numerical model that has no data assimilation scheme is shown in dash line in Figure 2 . Note that the pollutant plume in the prediction field moves behind the plume of the true field due to the inaccurate V, in downward direction, used in prediction model.
Both Figures 3a and Figure 3b give KF filtered results of pollutant plume at 6.4 day. With the data assimilation scheme, the qualities of model predictions are improved. However, by comparing the two filtered results, the KF using regional noise structure (Figure 3b ) is able to follow the irregular shapes of true plume more accurately due to a more effective data assimilation process. In Figure 3b , the prediction contours in the significant pollution areas (with pollutant concentration greater than 100 ppm) follow the true contours more closely than what has shown in Figure 3a (KF using SIG noise structure).
For quantitatively comparing the results from the models with and without the KF, the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) was chosen as the error parameter. ) ( RMSE k is defined as:
Figure 4. Prediction error (RMSE) for data assimilation with regional noise covariance R in Case 1.
The correction effect of different KFs can be seen more clearly in Figure 4 , in which the comparison of the average prediction errors (RMSE) for the three schemes, the deterministic model scheme without the KF filter, the model with the KF filter, and the KF model with the regional error structure are calculated at different time steps. As shown in Figure  4 , by employing the regional noise KF data assimilation scheme, RMSE, an average deviation to the true stochastic system, is reduced to 20 ppm at 6.4 day. This is a 60% decrease of RMSE compared to the estimate from the model without KF and about 25% less compared to the model with KF using SIG noise structure. This correction process of KF involved in prediction is very effective in correcting the error that is caused by inaccurate hydrologic parameters. Even without knowing which parameter is inaccurate, this correction process occurred by sampling from only nine sites and applying appropriate observation error covariance matrix R in KF. As a comparison, Figure 4 suggests that the stochastic model with KF data assimilation is more accurate than the non-KF deterministic model; moreover, the accuracy can be greatly improved by selecting the correct noise statistic structure in the KF scheme. 
Test Case 2 -Data Assimilation to Reveal Unknown Release Source
In order to further examine the impact of using a regional noise structure in KF data assimilation scheme, another experiment was conducted using the same transport model with the same level of system/observation errors but with a hidden contaminant release source. In addition to a spontaneous release of 3200 ppm, a constant contaminant release source, 800 ppm at gridpoint (15, 8) , which is designed as an unknown source to the hydrodynamic model and KF, is added to the true field.
Three different prediction models, deterministic hydrodynamic prediction without KF, KF using SIG, and KF using regional noise covariance matrix are examined in this test case. KF filtering results (using SIG and using regional noise) can be seen in Figures 5 and 6 , respectively. As expected, the predicttion with KF using regional noise covariance matrix gives a better result than that with KF using SIG R (Figures 5 and 6) .
The revealing process for the hidden source is serialized in Figure 7 . By design, the hydrodynamics model and KF are operated without any information about the hidden source. The KF correction process depends only on the very limited indirect information through nine observation sites. At t = 1, a given contaminant injection is shown as the only release source in the estimated field. As more observation data are assimilated by the regional KF, the hidden source can be seen from the area with growing concentration at t = 32. At t = 56, the hidden source has been clearly demonstrated by the data assimilation process. The location and the magnitude of the hidden source in the estimate field that are not seen within the initial simulated period appears at this stage and that this inverse process will eventually show the true field. Figure 8 gives the RMSE for the three prediction models described above. Again, the prediction with KF correction using regional R is the best of the three. At t = 64, the RMSE of KF with regional R is about 70% lower than the prediction without KF correction, and about 30% lower than prediction with KF using SIG R.
Conclusions
A two-dimensional advection-dispersion-adsorption subsurface transport model is described and constructed to predict the evolution of contaminant plume. A regional random noise simulation scheme was designed to create "observation" data and system noise. The effectiveness of the Kalman filter (KF) scheme with regional noise covariance matrix was demonstrated by two typical data assimilation applications. Test case 1 has an inaccurate hydrologic parameter and test case 2 has a hidden contaminant release source. The KF scheme successfully identifies the correct hydrologic parameters and hidden contaminant sources. The results indicate that the prediction error (RMSE) of the KF scheme using a regional noise covariance matrix is much smaller than that from the model's prediction without KF or that from the KF using a SIG noise matrix. The results from test cases also show the potential applications of a regional noise structure in environmental transport modeling. Applying a regional noise structure in KF data assimilation improved the KF correction process for inaccurate hydrologic parameters. Furthermore, it improved the inversing process in revealing the location and magnitude of a hidden contaminant source.
